
Education, Business, Government

The complete solution for collaboration



Ideal for digital collaboration 

Our personal devices are ideal for modern and interactive 

collaboration. We guarantee the best price. Without 

compromising on quality and durability. 

Prowise personal devices

The choice for the future 

The Prowise Touchscreen is equipped with everything you need in 

classrooms, meeting rooms, huddle rooms and offices. 

The wide area microphones and soundbar are integrated in the screen. 

This means that, in combination with the camera, conferencing, agile 

working and video calling take place quickly and easily. 

The low energy consumption, the revolutionary 

price, the unprecedented full warranty up to 8 years 

and our excellent Customer Service ensure a low 

total cost of ownership. 

 

iPro lift system 

The Prowise iPro lift system makes your 

touchscreen even more innovative and 

accessible to everyone. Take the screen 

wherever you go and choose the perfect 

height. In terms of safety, ease of use 

and durability, the iPro lift system is top 

of the range.

Prowise Central included

Prowise Central is the operating system of our Touchscreens, equipped with the 

functions you need every day: 

 Free whiteboard and annotation software

 AirPlay, Chromecast and Miracast support

 Free software updates for 5 years (OTA)

 Safe app store with Microsoft Office apps 

 Integrated lift control

Prowise MOVE camera included

With the Prowise MOVE camera, four wide area microphones, the 2.1 

Dolby Audio soundbar and the Microsoft Skype app you have a complete 

conference solution with the Prowise Touchscreen.

The camera with Intel® RealSense™ Technology is also a revolutionary gadget for 

embodied learning. You can play educational games on the Touchscreen without 

physically touching the screen. This motivates you to exercise and be healthy. 

The MOVE camera is completely free with any Prowise Touchscreen. 

Did you know...
...we plant a tree for every touchscreen we sell? 

Prowise Touchscreen

Would you like to learn more about our touchscreens? Or would you 

like to book a free demo? Get in touch! www.prowise.com
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    2.1 Dolby Audio Soundbar

   4 Wide Area Microphones

   Prowise MOVE camera 

   Microsoft Skype app 

Scan the QR code and learn moreScan the QR code and learn more

A Prowise PC module turns your touchscreen 

into a real computer. Insert the PC module into 

the OPS slot and use Windows 10 directly on your 

touchscreen. Without having to connect an external 

laptop or computer via cables.

Easy PC integration

Turn your touchscreen into a Windows 10 computer 



YOU

 Determine who can see which information

 Make sure no one is watching unwantedly

 Ensure maximum data security

WE

 Comply with the strictest European rules 

 Work with ethical hackers and external privacy audits

 Develop all products fully in-house

www.prowise.com
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Privacy & Security

Read the safe touchscreen selection guide:

Prowise is Privacy Verified and ISO 9001- and 27001-certified.

Jesper Kuijpers



